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Summary
ExToke is a new fee free Decentralized Ethereum ERC20 Token Exchange with
absolutely no fees for buyer or sellers.
ExToke has set out to solve all of the problems associated with modern day
centralized cryptocurrency exchanges, while also improving on the
decentralized exchange concept.
Extoke will strengthen the DEX industry by offering an instant, trustless, secure
token exchange process via our XTO smart contract.
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A Letter From The CEO
Hello all,
I want to extend my thanks for your interest in the ExToke ICO.
We thank our community in advance for helping support our vision and to help
make sure that it becomes a reality.
You can expect great customer service and regular updates from our team
every step of the way!

Yours Sincerely,

Ben Vieri
CEO of ExToke
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Introduction
With the advance of cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology over the past
few years, more and more people are switching from traditional fiat-based
financial system towards blockchain and cryptocurrencies specifically.
Since the beginning of 2017, the crypto market cap has increased from
$7,000,000,000USD to $11,000,000,000 USD by mid July 2017. This number is
continuously rising!
Furthermore, cryptocurrency trading volume exceeded stock trading volume
by the end of 2017.
In this booming industry the Erc-20 token has become the driving force. The
Ethereum Token Trading scene has grown in leaps and bounds over the past 12
month, however existing cryptocurrency exchanges are not able to handle the
trading demands, nor can they offer a safe and secure trading solution.
ExToke has been developed to fill the gap in the cryptocurrency trading
industry and to eradicate fees from the equation to benefit both traders and
developers.
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The Problem
The problems facing centralized exchanges are, but not limited to:
 High Fees
 Security concerns (money held in admin accounts)
 Serious risk of falling victim to hackers
The problems facing the DEX industry are, but not limited to:
 High Fees
 Lack of customer support

High Trading Fees
The top 30 cryptocurrency exchanges, on average, charge 0.2% trading fees for
both makers and takers, which impact traders’ profit margins significantly.
Some exchanges claim that they charge low trading fees, but these reduced
rates often only apply once a trader’s volume has reached a very high
threshold.

Difficulties of Real-time Trading
Due to rate-limited trading APIs, non-real-time transaction confirmation, and
delayed order book updates, traders are unable to trade in real-time.

Asset Security Issues
Cryptocurrency trading platforms hold a large amount of cryptocurrency
deposits, making them unavoidably the target of hackers. On February 24th,
2014, Mt.Gox, a Bitcoin exchange, was breached and lost 650,000 Bitcoin,
which is currently worth $2,500,000,000USD; in August 2016, Bitfinex, one of
the world’s top 10 cryptocurrency exchange, was hacked and lost 120,000
Bitcoin, currently valued at more than $480,000 USD.
It seems like every other week we here about another crypto exchange being
hacked. If investors continue to be concerned about security issues, then the
growth of the cryptocurrency trading market will be affected.
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Our solution
ExToke aim to solve the existing problems of current cryptocurrency
exchanges. ExToke features ZERO trading fees to maximize traders’ profit and
overall user experience.
ExToke has the ability to process orders in real time via our XTO Exchange
Smart Contract, achieving the true “real-time” trading experience.
Decentralized exchanges are the safest way to trade. With DEX, you hold your
funds. You OWN your funds. They do not sit in an admin account waiting to be
removed by an off-shore hacker! Our DEX solution offers complete security via
our XTO smart contract.
YOU own your funds and they remain safe and secure within your wallet.
Our XTO smart contract safely and instantly carries out trades with no fees.
ExToke make no commission from your trades and your funds are never at any
point sitting in a wallet that does not belong to you.
We also offer a dedicated 24/7 support team via email, social media and live
chat via Telegram.
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Why Decentralized?
Decentralized exchanges completely eliminate the need for a third party
service to hold user funds in a centralized system. Trading occurs in a peer-topeer fashion through automated processes, without trading fees.
More importantly, funds belong to the users themselves. In contrast to
centralized exchanges (CEXs), where if a user deposits their funds, they are
basically the exchange’s funds.
Furthermore, since there aren’t any centralized servers to hack, there are no
server downtimes or fear of a large scale hack.” Decentralized exchanges are
essentially apparati upon which people can exchange, whereas centralized
exchanges follow a model similar to a bank, holding custody over funds with
limited oversight and the constant threat of hacks.
DEX provides a safe, fast and secure solution to trading tokens.
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The Opportunity
An opportunity exists for a safe and secure trustless DEX. With more incidents
of Central Exchanges being hacked, traders are becoming more aware of the
need for a decentralized, safer solution!
ExToke not only offers and instant, decentralized trading solution but also
charges no fees and provides unrivalled customer support in the DEX industry,
thus ensuring that ExToke stands out from the very small pack of decentralized
exchanges.
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Benefits To Traders
Fees
No fees mean that traders can trade any number of tokens without worrying
about taking losses due to fees. This allows the opportunity to use multiple
short term trading strategies without pesky fees getting in the way!

Support
ExToke offers 24/7 dedicated support to ensure that your trading experience is
as smooth as possible!

Benefits To ICO Holders
Marketing
Every token launch will be announced through multiple social media channels
and mobile notifications via the ExToke Mobile Trading App. All projects will be
listed on our website and social media to ensure maximum audience exposure.

Fees
A great incentive for investors to trade your token on our exchange.

Support
24/7 dedicated support for developers to ensure that investors have unlimited
and uninterrupted access to trading your token.
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Short Term Plan
ExToke 2.0:
ExToke 2.0 is our easy to use ICO Platform. Users will be able to launch a
Crowd Sale directly from our platform. Members can participate via our
platform and the transition from ICO to exchange listing will be a seamless
transition that benefits all concerned.

Mobile Trading App:
Friendly, Easy-to-Use Mobile Application
In September 2018 Extoke will be launching our user friendly mobile trading
app on Android and IOS.

Long Term Plan
Further developments and expansion. ExToke aims to stay ahead of updating
technology and offering secure and profitable trading solutions for our
members.
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ExToke 2.0 (ICO’s on ExToke)
An overview:
In September 2018, ExToke will launch our ExToke 2.0 Platform. This platform
will include but not limited to:
 New modern user interface
 Mobile Trading App
 Airdop App for ExToke Traders
 Crowd Sales from within the ExToke Platform
ExToke will only allow high-quality, promising ICOs that have passed stringent
due diligence, smart contract code review, and legal compliance review by
ExTokes’s dedicated ICO review team.
Also, ICO tokens on ExToke can be traded on the ExToke Exchange immediately
after the ICO.

ICO Due Diligence
It is very difficult for ICO investors to tell if an ICO project is promising or not.
ExToke ICO Review Team makes a huge difference. The team will review ICO
projects on different aspects, including project feasibility, idea novelty,
financial justification, and legal compliance.
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ExToke Road Map
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XTO TOKEN FUNCTIONS & BENEFITS
Owning and holding XTO Tokens include many benefits which include but are
not limited to:
Advertising:
Ads on ExToke are paid by XTO Tokens, however ads are free if you own XTO!
Users receive 100 banners advertising credits for every 1XTO they hold.
ICO's on ExToke:
In September ExToke will run ICO's directly from our platform. Holders of XTO
can run an ICO for free and you will also receive a 10% discount on
participating on ICO's on the ExToke Platform!
A user who holds 1000+ XTO will be able to launch their own ICO directly on
the XTO Platform and users who hold 100+ XTO will be eligible for 10%
discount on any ICO launched on the XTO Platform.
Airdrops on ExToke:
Holding XTO in the ExToke exchange entitles you to the airdrops being
launched within the XTO platform. This means free tokens for all holders of
XTO holders!
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XTO Token Details
Supply: 1,000,000,000
50% of the total supply of XTO will be distributed during the token sale. Each
XTO token will initially be priced at the discounted rate of 0.000001 ETH.
Total supply: 1,000,000,000 XTO
Token Sale Supply: 500,000,000 XTO
Hard Cap: 500 ETH
Soft cap: 50 ETH
Discounted Exchange Rate: 0.000001 ETH = 1 XTO
Standard Exchange Rate: 0.0001 ETH = 1 XTO
Contract Address: 0x28925299ee1edd8fd68316eaa64b651456694f0f
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Use of Funds
Marketing: 63% of the budget will be allocated to the marketing and
advertising of the ExToke Platform!
Further Development: 25% will be allocated towards the future development
of the ExToke Platform
General Admin: 12% will be reserved to cover general administrative and legal
costs.
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BOUNTY PROGRAM
ExToke also has a bounty program that is open publicly in order to promote
our community and token sale.
Users who apply for this program will receive XTO tokens for free in exchange
of their effort in running our campaigns, such as:







Twitter Campaign
Written Contest
Facebook Campaign
YouTube Campaign
Telegram Campaign
Bitcoin Talk Signature Campaign
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FAQ’s
How do I purchase XTO?
XTO tokens are available for sale via our smart contract and can be purchased
using ETH by clicking the "Join Token Sale Now" button at the top of the page.
What is ExToke?
ExToke is a new DEX, which has absolutely no fees for buyers or sellers. All
trades are safely carried out without fees via the ExToke Smart Contract!
How do I redeem XTO for ICO Credits on the ExToke Platform?
Simply holding 1000+ XTO enables you to run an ICO directly on the ExToke
Platform. Holding 100+ XTO also enables you to a discount of 10% on any
contributions to any ICO's on the ExToke Platform.
How do I use XTO as advertising credits?
You will receive 100 banner views for every 1 XTO you hold.
Do you have a Road Map?
Yes. Please find our detailed roadmap here:
https://extoke.com/about/roadmap.html
What do you mean by NO FEES?
Buying and selling on ExToke will be completely free besides GAS. All
transactions on the Ethereum network require GAS, however the ExToke team
will not receive any commissions from any trades on our platform!
Can I view your code/smart contract?
Yes. Please feel free to review our code on GitHub here:
https://github.com/extoke
What makes ExToke better than other decentralized exchanges?
Simply. We are free!!! We charge no fees, so the profits stay in your pocket.
We also have a dedicated support team, which is absent in the decentralized
exchange industry!
If ExToke charge no fees, how will the company remain sustainable?
To put it simply, we believe in ExToke and believe in the future of the
company! Advertising revenues, investments and future expansion plans will
ensure the sustainability and longevity of ExToke!
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Conclusion
Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency payments are growing at an
incredible rate, and we believe this will be the way we pay for goods and
services in the future.
The need for users to hold and trade digital assets is growing by the day.
ExToke has been developed to allow users to safely, securely and instantly
trade their digital assets in a trustless manner, so that ownership of their funds
belongs to them ALWAYS!
ExToke also aim to offer our users a one-stop ICO solution and therefore
provide new opportunities to investors and traders to participate in the
cryptocurrency market.
Participate in our long-term growth and success story to exponentially change
the world of crypto trading and crowdfunding. We look forward to welcoming
you on board.
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